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Korsgaard’s Constitutive Arguments and the Principles of Practical Reason
Ariela Tubert
Constitutive arguments for the normativity of rational requirements have received
quite a bit of attention lately.1 The basic idea is that there are certain features that are
constitutive of belief or action such that insofar as we believe or act at all, we commit
ourselves either to following principles like the law of non-contradiction or the instrumental
principle, or to aiming at something like the truth or the good.2 Kant is the historical figure
most associated with such arguments but the recent interest in them is not limited to
contemporary Kantians narrowly defined. For some, the appeal of constitutive arguments is
that they promise to explain the normative force of certain rational requirements in a broadly
naturalistic way, without appealing to irreducible normative properties external to the agent.3
For others, the appeal is that they promise to explain how rational requirements can get a
hold on the agent, leaving no room for a skeptical challenge.4 In general, constitutive
arguments attempt to justify normative requirements by pointing out that we already accept
them insofar as we are believers or agents, and so the question “why should I care?” is
answered “because you are already committed to following them”.
One of the most notable champions of constitutive arguments over the last twenty
years is Christine Korsgaard.5 The earlier versions of Korsgaard’s arguments, especially as
presented in Sources of Normativity, have received a lot of critical attention.6 In response to
her critics she has developed a new line of constitutive arguments which figures to help set
the agenda on the topic for years to come.7 In this paper, I want to discuss these later
arguments which haven’t yet been discussed as much.8 I concentrate on two related but
distinct constitutive arguments for the requirement that we must will universally.
Korsgaard’s Kantian project is to ground not just rational requirements but also
morality in constitutive requirements of agency.9 I initially look in some detail at
Korsgaard’s attempt to arrive at the requirement that we will universally from observations
about the causality of the will; the main idea is that one cannot be the cause of one’s actions
unless one wills universally. This argument has its basis in Kant’s argument from the
Groundwork which relies on the connection between causality and regularity. After
reconstructing Korsgaard’s argument in section I and showing why this strategy fails in
section II, I move on in section III to consider a second argument which attempts to establish
that willing universally is constitutive of having a self. In sections IV and V, I look at the
instrumental principle as a way of strengthening Korsgaard’s argument. Finally, in section
VI, I draw on the preceding discussion of Korsgaard to highlight the central challenge facing
constitutive arguments in general.
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I
Korsgaard claims that because of our reflective nature we don't simply act on a desire or
impulse, we consider whether our desires or impulses are reasons to act. And in fact, it is
because of our reflective nature that we need reasons in order to act. A reason, for
Korsgaard, is a desire or impulse which can be reflectively endorsed.
When an impulse – say a desire presents itself to us, we ask whether it could be a
reason. We answer that question by seeing whether the maxim of acting on it can be
willed as a law by a being with the identity in question.10
The way we decide which of our desires to endorse and which not to, then, is by appealing
to a law or principle: "until the will has a law or principle there is nothing from which it can
derive a reason".11 And this is where obligation enters in, we are obligated by these laws
according to which we endorse our desires or impulses.
Now, even if this were right, it would establish only that we are obligated insofar as
we act for a reason – only then, according to the account, do we commit ourselves or appeal
to laws in deciding how to act. If we did not act for a reason, we would not be committed to
any law and so we would not be obligated. The way Korsgaard gets around this potential
problem is by contending that we must always act for a reason. She claims that human
beings are such that they need a reason in order to act. As a result, she concludes, whenever
we act we commit ourselves to a law which obligates us in every other relevantly similar
circumstance.
In defending the view that we must act according to laws, Korsgaard develops a line
of thought inspired by Kant’s argument at the beginning of the Third Section of the
Groundwork: causality entails laws, and so if the will is to cause our actions then it must be
governed by laws.12 There is, she thinks, a common element in the ordinary notions of
causality and of a reason. The ordinary notion of causality combines the idea of power or of
one thing affecting another with the idea of universality, regularity, or law-like formulation,
while the ordinary notion of a reason combines the idea of normativity or of obligation with
the idea of universality, regularity, or law-like formulation.13 Korsgaard follows Kant in
rejecting the Humean claim that regularity is all there is to causality while accepting that
regularity is necessary to recognize causality:
Without endorsing Hume's more reductive and sceptical conclusions, we can agree
with him that we could never identify the element of necessitation and therefore
distinguish cases of causal connection from cases of mere temporal sequence without
regularity. And this is part of the story about why we need regularity or law for the
idea of causality.14
Applying this point to the causality of the will, it follows that if we are to think of ourselves
as causes of our actions, we have to think of ourselves as acting in accordance with some
law.15
Her argument is highly suggestive but less than fully transparent. Here is a step by
step reconstruction of the reasoning behind it, as it seems to me to go. The will acts by
endorsing some desire or impulse -- this is to be distinguised from desires or impulses
directly causing an action without the agent intervening. Because the will’s acting is a causal
process, and because causality requires regularity or law, the will must endorse a desire or
impulse in accordance with a law. But remember, an endorsed desire or impulse just is a
reason. And so it follows that the acceptance of a reason must be in accordance with a law.
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Now, laws are universal in nature. From this, Korsgaard concludes that we must conceive
of our reasons as universal in nature as well. And this means that when you endorse a desire
or impulse, you must be committing yourself to endorsing a similar desire or impulse in
similar circumstances. Which is just to say that you must will universally.
The argument is imaginative and interesting. We can appreciate it even more by
seeing how it differs from Kant’s. For Kant, cause is a concept of the understanding which
is supposed to apply only to the world as we experience it – the phenomenal rather than the
noumenal realm. The sort of causal relation Korsgaard is focusing on is a relation between
something in the world of experience and the will, which for Kant is outside of the world of
experience. Kant notices that there is an apparent problem with the causation of the will on
his view as it involves a causal relation between something beyond all possible experience
and something within the world of experience. In the Groundwork he calls it a “causality of
a peculiar kind” and has a lengthy discussion of it in the Critique of Practical Reason.16
Because of this, Kant, unlike Korsgaard, cannot (and arguably does not) straightforwardly
rely on claims about regularities in order to reach conclusions about how the will “causes”
actions.
Of course, Kant’s notion of the noumenal realm is notoriously obscure. At least part
of the reason Korsgaard’s argument is so interesting is that it promises to shed light on the
nature of the relation between the causation of the will and the obligation to act according to
universal laws without invoking this “causality of a peculiar kind”. And so, if it works we
would get Kantian conclusions through a broadly Kantian argument without some of the
most problematic features of the Kantian metaphysics.
II
Korsgaard’s strategy, then, is to argue from a premise about the relation between causation
and laws to the conclusion that the will must act in accordance with laws of a certain sort.
One way to object to this argument would be by challenging this premise and denying that
causal relations must be backed by laws.17 This will not be the path that I will pursue here.
I will not be concerned with whether causality requires laws but rather with whether the
laws that causality may require are of the sort Korsgaard needs and thinks she has
established.
To re-cite a passage from above, Korsgaard says that
we could never identify the element of necessitation and therefore distinguish cases
of causal connection from cases of mere temporal sequence without regularity. And
this is part of the story about why we need regularity or law for the idea of
causality.18
There seems to be something like a shift from epistemology to metaphysics here. While in
the first sentence Korsgaard is making a claim as to how we identify causal relations, in the
second she is making a claim about the very concept of causality. That regularity is
necessary to identify a causal relation does not by itself imply that regularity is somehow
part of the concept of causality. A microscope may be necessary to identify germs, but this
does not imply that a microscope (or the concept of a microscope) is part of the concept of
germs.
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There are two ways Korsgaard might try to argue for the following thesis:
(A) I cannot regard myself as the cause of my actions without thinking that my
actions conform to regularities or laws.
First, she could appeal to an epistemological consideration like:
(1) I need regularity in order to recognize a certain relation as one of causality.
Second, she could appeal to a metaphysical/conceptual consideration like:
(2) The concept of causality contains the concept of regularity.
It’s not completely clear which option Korsgaard means to be embracing, and at times she
seems to go back and forth between the two.19
Using (1) to support (A) is not at all promising. (A) asserts that I need to think that
my actions conform to regularities; and recall, the sort of regularity at stake for Korsgaard is
acting similarly in similar circumstances. If (1) were true, then in order to recognize myself
as the cause of my actions it would seem that I would need to have observed a certain
regularity in my actions in the past. What sort of regularity, though? One possibility is that
in order to recognize that I am the cause of my lying here and now, I would need to have
observed that I have lied in similar circumstances in the past. But this would entail a wildly
implausible epistemology of action: I would be able to recognize myself as the cause of my
actions only after observing myself acting repeatedly in similar ways, and so the first time I
chose to lie I would be incapable of recognizing that it was my will that caused the action.
Another possibility is that the regularity relevant to (1) is a regularity between my
decisions and my actions. So for example, if I make a decision to lie now, and do lie now, I
do not need to have observed a similar decision in the past to presently think of myself as
the cause of my lying. All I need to have observed is a regularity between my deciding to φ
and my φing, for any φ. This is much more plausible, epistemologically speaking. But this
sort of regularity cannot be used to establish that to think of myself as the cause of my
actions requires regularity in the sense of acting similarly in similar circumstances. After
all, there can be a regularity between my deciding to φ and my φing even if what I decide to
do changes every time I am presented with a similar circumstance.
While some of Korsgaard’s epistemological language seems to suggest that she is
using (1) to support (A), I suspect what she really means to be doing is appealing to (2). If
(2) were true then in order to think of myself as causing my actions I would need to think of
them as conforming to regularities – this is supposed to be a conceptual or metaphysical
truth about causation, not an epistemological point.20 This is much more plausible. On this
version of the argument, she is not committed to any claims about our having observed
regularities in the past. Rather, what she is committed to is that thinking of ourselves as the
cause of our actions requires thinking that our actions conform to regularities. But now we
get to the central problem for this whole strategy of linking the causation of the will to the
requirement that we will universally. Suppose that we do think of the will as causing some
action. Even granting Korsgaard her conceptual connection between causality and
regularity, all that follows is that we must think of there being a regularity between will and
action – that is, a regularity between decision and action. But this isn’t what Korsgaard
needs for the sake of universal willing. What she needs is a regularity between
circumstances and decision (or action). Such a regularity may follow the causality of
circumstances, but this is not what Korsgaard is focusing on. And for good reason: while
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there is an indisputable connection between thinking of oneself as an actor and the causality
of the will, the same is not the case for the causality of circumstances.
Imagine a world where there are no regularities linking circumstances to decisions
(or actions), but there are regularities linking decisions to actions. Given the proposed
connection between causality and regularity, it follows that there can be causality of the will
in this world, decisions can cause actions, even though there are no laws linking
circumstances to decisions. To flesh it out a bit more, imagine that this is how the will
functions. It surveys a number of desires looking for one to endorse. This process is not
law governed in any way. Once the will chooses a desire to endorse, it now has a reason to
act and, let’s say, decides to act on that reason. Acting is a causal process, though, and so
there must be a law governing the relation between the will and the action. So, a law of
action is involved: if I decide to φ, I φ. But this law does not make any claims as to how
desires are to be endorsed or as to whether the will is committing itself to acting similarly in
similar circumstances – remember there are no regularities (and thus laws) between
circumstances and decisions. Korsgaard’s argument has not ruled out this scenario, and
without ruling it out she cannot get the conclusion that you must will universally.21
To summarize, Korsgaard’s argument is that since the will acts by endorsing a desire
or impulse, and since the will’s acting is a causal process which must backed by a regularity
or law, the will must endorse a desire or impulse in accordance with a law. From this it is
supposed to follow that you must will universally. The problem is, the regularity that
Korsgaard needs for the sake of her moral theory – a regularity between circumstances and
decisions – is not the sort of regularity required for the causality of the will – a regularity
between decisions and actions which need not involve circumstances in any way. More
generally, the problem raised for Korsgaard is not unique to her account but will face any
attempt to argue for the requirement that we will universally on the basis of the causality of
the will. The requirement that we will universally involves a relation between
circumstances and the will, while the causality of the will involves a distinct relation
between the will and action.
To be fair, it may be that Korsgaard thinks these two relations are connected.
Perhaps in conceiving of oneself as acting for a reason, one must think of there being a
regularity both between one’s will and one’s action, and also between one’s circumstances
and one’s will. Some of Korsgaard’s arguments discussed below seem to support this
claim. Here, my point is just that this conclusion is not established by her present argument
regarding the causality of the will, since prima facie, any regularity that links circumstances
and decisions would seem to be relevant not to the causality of the will (the will causes
actions, not circumstances) but rather to the causality of circumstances (the will is, perhaps,
the effect of circumstances).22
III
Although Korsgaard explicitly says that her conclusions about reasons are dependent on her
view about causality, at certain points she suggests a mere parallel or analogy between the
two.23 I find this route more promising. She notes that Hume presented two problems: That
we do not encounter the power of causes in experience and that we do not encounter the
active self in experience. According to Korsgaard, Kant's reply to the first is that the mind
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…imposes the notion of causal law on certain temporal sequences in its attempt to
understand the empirically given world as a single systematic whole organized in
space and time.24
His reply to the second problem, claims Korsgaard, is similar,
…we impose the form of universal volitional principle on our decisions in our
attempts to unify ourselves into agents or characters who persist through time – or
rather – as I will explain below – who are committed to making the same decision on
some range of possible occasions.25
The two cases are similar, she claims, because in both there is an a priori principle that
allows us to unite what otherwise would be separate phenomena. The normative principles
of the will are supposed to be what bring “integrity and therefore unity – and therefore,
really, existence – to the acting self".26 Unless when I act I project myself into other similar
circumstances and commit myself to acting similarly, I do not have a unified self.
What is this unified self? Korsgaard places a great emphasis on the distinction
between me or my will acting and desires or impulses acting in me.27 When she claims that
having a unified self requires that when I act I project myself into other similar
circumstances and commit myself to acting similarly, she is claiming that without this sort
of projection it cannot be me or my will that is acting, it can only be desires or impulses
acting in me.
For if all of my decisions were particular and anomalous, there would be no
identifiable difference between my acting and an assortment of first-order impulses
being causally effective in or through my body. And then there would be no self – no
mind – no me – who is the one who does the act.28
Again, Korsgaard’s argument which is supposed to lead us from the assumption of
reflective distance to a requirement of willing universally is less than fully transparent. Here
is what seems to me to be the strongest way of developing it. Unless I will universally I
don’t really have a self at all. But if I have no self there is nothing to stand in reflective
distance over my desires. We already know that I do have reflective distance over my
desires (this is the assumption Korsgaard starts out with). Therefore, I must will
universally.29
One might question Korsgaard’s distinction between me acting and desires or
impulses acting in me. It seems at least somewhat plausible that insofar as it is my desires
that are causally efficacious, it is me acting. However, I will not press this point here. One
also might question whether we can really have reflective distance from our desires, that is,
whether we can reflect on our desires and choose which ones to act on. But this is
Korsgaard’s starting point – again, she thinks that the source (and the solution) of the
normative problem is our reflective nature – so I think that it is more fruitful to grant the
point. What I am going to question is the move from our reflective distance from our
desires to a requirement that we will universally or that we appeal to a law in order to
endorse our desires. A type of reflective distance from my desires seems possible even if
there is no universality or regularity of the sort described by Korsgaard. All that seems to be
needed for reflective distance is an ability to endorse or reject our desires, whether according
to laws or not. In effect, I will be denying the first step of the argument presented above.
The crucial issue is this: If I can reject even my strongest desire, then there is a difference
between my self acting and desires acting in me – this alone could ground a type of
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reflective distance and thus provide a self that is distinct from desires or impulses, even by
Korsgaard’s own standards. But the ability to reject even my strongest desires does not
seem to require that I project my action into other similar circumstances – that is, contrary to
Korsgaard, it does not seem to require that I will universally. Or so I will argue below.
IV
It is possible to develop Korsgaard’s argument and perhaps even preempt the objection just
hinted at by looking at some of Korsgaard’s remarks concerning the normativity of the
instrumental principle.30 Korsgaard thinks that the will gets its unity from normative
principles. The universality requirement discussed above is one such principle; the
requirement that one take the means to one’s ends is another. To support her claim that the
obligation of willing universally derives in some sense from the unity of the self, she
discusses what she thinks may be a less controversial case, that of the instrumental principle.
Korsgaard argues that the normativity of the instrumental principle can only be
explained by appealing to a commitment that is constitutive of the self. That is, unless you
are committed to following the instrumental principle, there is no you who is acting.
Suppose that I will some end. Korsgaard claims that if I were to change my mind about
whether to pursue that end every time I had a new desire or whenever the means to fulfilling
that end got too hard, then I wouldn’t really be willing that end in the first place. If I always
change my mind according to the desire of the moment then there is no distinction between
me acting and desires and impulses acting in me. And so, Korsgaard thinks that a
commitment to following the instrumental principle is constitutive of willing.31
Again, Korsgaard discusses the instrumental principle to provide an example of how
a normative principle could be constitutive of the will. This is meant to serve as an analogy
for how the principle that we must will universally could also be constitutive of the will.
But ultimately she relies on her discussion of the instrumental principle as more than just an
analogy; she argues that the instrumental principle cannot stand alone without a principle for
determining one’s ends. I will eventually return to this point. For now though I want to
focus on Korsgaard’s discussion of the instrumental principle in order to clarify her use of it.
The instrumental principle is normative, Korsgaard assumes. She argues that its
normativity cannot be explained on either an empiricist model, like Hume’s, or a dogmatic
rationalist model, like Clarke’s. I will not be concerned here with her arguments against
these two views. I will assume that she is right in claiming that the instrumental principle is
a normative principle and that the normativity of the instrumental principle can only (or can
best) be explained on a Kantian view like the one she proposes.
For Korsgaard the instrumental principle is normative because in willing an end we
commit ourselves to pursuing the means to that end; that is what willing an end is. And so
when we fail to pursue the means we are violating that commitment which we ourselves
made. One might think that in failing to pursue the means we are also thereby dropping the
end. But Korsgaard argues that if failing to pursue the means implied that we are giving up
the end, the instrumental principle would not be normative because we could not violate it –
it would never be the case that one fails to pursue the means to one’s ends.32 She thinks that
we can get an independent fix on what someone’s ends are in other ways – that is, aside
from seeing what means she pursues – for example, by asking her. So for Korsgaard, the

normativity of the instrumental principle depends on one’s commitment to pursuing the
means insofar as one wills a certain end.
Notice that there are a couple of ambiguities here. The first is an ambiguity about
how “pursuing” should be understood. The instrumental principle could be understood
either as the requirement that you will the means to your ends or the requirement that you
take the means to your ends.33 The second is an ambiguity about what is constitutive of
willing. It either could be that it is commitment to (or perhaps acceptance of) the
instrumental principle that is constitutive of willing, or it could be that it is conformity to the
instrumental principle that is constitutive of willing.34
If conformity to the instrumental principle were constitutive of willing, you could not
violate the instrumental principle. Insofar as “you” violated the principle, there would be no
you. Or rather, if conformity to the instrumental principle so understood were constitutive
of willing, one could not will in a way that violated the instrumental principle; insofar as one
willed at all, one would be conforming to it. There would be no room for someone who fails
to take (or will) a given means but nevertheless wills the corresponding end. But if so, then
Korsgaard’s view would fail to account for the normativity of the instrumental principle: the
instrumental principle would not be a principle that one can fail to conform to – to fail to
take (or will) the means is to fail to will the corresponding end, but if you do not will that
end then the instrumental principle does not apply to you with respect to that end. This is
precisely the sort of objection she raises with respect to the empiricist view – it cannot
account for the normativity of the instrumental principle because it does not allow for the
possibility of violating the principle.35
Her view must be that it is a commitment to or acceptance of the instrumental
principle which is constitutive of willing. So the requirement is essentially a requirement
that one will (or commit oneself to) taking the means one believes are necessary for the ends
one wills or intends to pursue.36 And one is required to intend to take the means to one’s
ends because one is committed to doing so.
I now want to tie this all back to the point I started this section with. Again,
Korsgaard thinks that the will gets unity (and thus existence) from normative principles like
the instrumental principle. Willing the means to one’s ends is constitutive of the very act of
willing, and so, a self that is not obligated by the instrumental principle is not a self at all.
This is the point Korsgaard is making (though she puts things in terms of the hypothetical
imperative instead of the instrumental principle) when she writes,
The reason I must conform to the hypothetical imperative is that if I don’t conform to
it, if I always allow myself to be derailed by timidity, idleness, or depression, then I
never really will an end. The desire to pursue the end and the desires that draw me
away from it each hold sway in their turn, but my will is never active. The
distinction between my will and the operation of the desires and impulses in me does
not exist, and that means that I, considered as an agent, do not exist. Conformity to
the hypothetical imperative is thus constitutive of having a will. It is, in fact, an
essential part of what gives you a will.37
Although there are some possible problems with this account of the normativity of the
instrumental principle that I have not discussed here, one can see how this view may seem
attractive.
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However, notice that one can accept that the instrumental principle is constitutive of
willing, and thus that it allows for a distinction between my acting and desires acting in me,
without accepting the requirement that we must will universally.38 Why not appeal to
Korsgaard’s view about the instrumental principle to support the objection I suggested at the
end of the previous section? The objection is that one may be able to draw Korsgaard’s
distinction between my self acting and desires acting in me without appealing – as she does
– to the requirement that I will universally. Given that when I will an end I am also
committed to taking the means to that end, according to Korsgaard’s own view, my willing
that end is distinguished from a desire for that end acting in me and willing universally need
not be part of the picture.
In other words, Korsgaard’s discussion of the instrumental principle seems to
undermine her point about the principle of willing universally, not support it. If the
instrumental principle allows for the distinction between me acting and desires acting in me,
as Korsgaard claims, then the principle of willing universally does not seem to be required
for having a self.
V
Korsgaard has a response available to this sort of objection. She argues that the instrumental
principle cannot stand alone, but requires some further principle for determining ends.
… the normative force of the instrumental principle does seem to depend on our
having a way to say to ourselves of some ends that there are reasons for them, that
they are good.39
Her idea seems to be that if one can will any end at any time, drop one’s ends or change
them without a reason, then the requirement to take the means to one’s ends would be
somewhat vacuous.
If I am to will an end, to be and to remain committed to it even in the face of desires
that would distract and weaknesses that would dissuade me, it looks as if I must have
something to say to myself about why I am doing that – something better, moreover,
than the fact that this is what I wanted yesterday. It looks as if the end is one that has
to be good, in some sense that goes beyond the locally desirable. I have to be able to
make sense to myself of effort and deprivation and frustration, and it is hard to see
how the reflection that this is what I wanted yesterday can do that by itself,
especially when I want something else today.40
Note however that the instrumental principle only requires that one be committed to
the means to the ends one intends to pursue. There are two ways to fulfill this requirement:
either you become committed to the means or you give up the end. There is no requirement
to take the means to one’s ends unconditionally; one can change one’s mind. And there
need not be anything wrong with that. The instrumental principle does not require you to
maintain your ends over a period of time, it only requires you to keep some consistency
between your current intentions.41 So certainly Korsgaard is not arguing that the problem
with not having a principle to determine one’s ends is that without such a principle one
would be violating the instrumental principle. What her argument needs to be is that in the
absence of a principle to determine one’s ends – that is, the requirement of willing
universally – the instrumental principle alone would not be enough to provide unity and
therefore existence to the self.
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Korsgaard seems to be assuming that if you don’t will universally then you would
always change your mind whenever a new desire arises – and if no new desire arises, well,
that is just an accident.42 In that case, there again would be no distinction between you
acting and desires acting in you. The first thing to say in response to this is that the point I
made at the end of section III seems still to apply, perhaps even more forcefully than before.
A type of reflective distance seems possible even if one does not will universally: desires
could be endorsed or rejected without doing so according to laws. In fact, armed by the
preceding discussion of the instrumental principle, it seems we can draw a distinction
between willing an end and a desire for that end acting in me in the following way. When I
will an end I take on a commitment to take the means to that end; but when I have a desire
there is no commitment I need to take on. But why not try to use this sort of commitment –
as opposed to the commitment involved in willing universally – to ground the distinction
between my acting and desires acting in me, regardless of whether I’m changing my mind
all the time, or as a matter of mere accident not doing so?
Imagine Jim, a student who adopts ends without any reason and often changes his
mind as to what ends to adopt. His first semester, he decides that he wants to become a
doctor; his second semester a writer; his third semester an actor; and so on. Jim takes his
current ends very seriously, diligently pursuing the means to the ends he currently has. For
instance, after his decision to become a doctor, he takes all the required pre-med classes and
starts to study for the MCATs. Now, when adopting an end, Jim does not commit himself to
maintaining the end until he sees good reason to change his mind – that is, his adoption of
ends is not based on reasons and he does not will universally. Still, it does not seem that
Jim’s adopting of ends needs to be produced by new desires in him directly causing him to
act. It seems at least possible that each time Jim adopts an end, he takes on commitments to
take the means required for achieving his goals. While his commitments may sometimes be
short lived they are commitments nonetheless, which is enough to guarantee by Korsgaard’s
own standards that it is he who is acting as opposed to desires acting in him.43 This may not
be the most desirable way to be, one may not accomplish much. But surely the problem
with this person is not that he has no self – again, even on Korsgaard’s own view of what
having a self amounts to.
In discussing Korsgaard’s view, Bratman argues that there are two possible
interpretations of what Korsgaard is up to: the first focuses on the unity of agency at the time
of the action, while the second focuses on the relationship between the current decision and
future ones.44 Indeed, throughout Korsgaard’s earlier works one can’t avoid a suspicion that
she is moving back and forth between the question of what constitutes a self at a particular
moment and the issue of personal identity over time. In her latest work, however, Korsgaard
argues that the two issues are related, she makes this point in discussing the example of the
socialist Russian nobleman given by Parfit.45 The young Russian nobleman plans to
distribute among the peasants large portions of the inheritance he will be receiving years
later. But he also anticipates that he will change his mind about this as he becomes older
and his values more conservative. Korsgaard claims that the Russian nobleman provides an
example of “particularistic willing” – a failure of willing universally – because he adopts an
end (to distribute the money to the peasants) and yet expects to change his mind without a
reason. She says:
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He can decide to disagree with his own future attitude. But unless he is then also
prepared to regard his own future attitude as one of weakness or irrationality, he is
not according the reason he himself proposes to act on right now as having
normative standing. For he is not making a law for himself unless he thinks of his
future attitude as a violation of that law, and if he does not think he can make laws
for himself then he lacks self-respect. So his problem is not his disunity with his
future self, but his disunity with himself here and now.46
The example of Jim given here parallels the Russian nobleman. I take Jim to be committing
himself to taking the means to achieving his career goals without thereby thinking that he is
committed to these goals until he finds a reason to change his mind. Rather, his
commitment is to pursuing the means for as long as he maintains his end. I take it that
Korsgaard would say about Jim what she says about the Russian nobleman: insofar as he
does not will universally, Jim is showing disunity with himself at that moment, not simply
with his future self. My point here is that he may well be unified at that moment in
wholeheartedly pursuing his current end.
Perhaps one may argue that Jim has less of a unified self than someone who wills
universally.47 Korsgaard moves in this direction of discussing degrees of selfhood in The
Constitution of Agency:
People are more or less successful at constituting their identities as unified agents,
and a good action is one that does this well… But since action requires agency, it
follows that an action that is less successful at constituting its agent is to that extent
less of an action. So on this conception, “action” is an idea that admits of degrees.
An action chosen in a way that more successfully unifies and integrates its agent is
more authentically, more fully, an action, than one that does not. And this in turn is
where the principles of practical reason, the hypothetical and categorical imperatives,
come in to the story.48
The problem with this proposal from Korsgaard’s standpoint is that it would seem to require
her to significantly rework her project of grounding normativity. Whereas the force of
Korsgaard’s original constitutive argument derives in large part from the plausibility of her
premise that everyone has a self, a reworked argument dealing with degrees of selfhood
would instead need to rely on the premise that everyone has a robust self. This is
problematic. Remember, Korsgaard’s original argument depends on the claim that unless I
have a self, there is nothing to stand in reflective distance over my desires. The reworked
argument would thus need to claim that unless I have a robust self, there is nothing to stand
in such reflective distance. But why couldn’t a non-robust self do the job? If my discussion
of the instrumental principle is correct then there is a way of making a distinction between
me acting and desires acting in me even if I have a non-robust self which fails to will
universally – the instrumental principle by itself seems to provide my non-robust self with
the reflective distance sought.
Maybe it is more desirable to have a robust self than a non-robust self and maybe
having a robust self depends on willing universally. Notice, though, that this is a normative
claim and so it cannot be used to ground normativity, meaning that it is of no use to
Korsgaard in the present context. Moreover, the revised argument would loose the appeal of
the most influential constitutive arguments, which seek to derive normative conclusions
from uncontroversial non-normative premises.

Alternatively, perhaps Korsgaard’s view is that to have a self requires merely that
one be disposed towards unity. In that case, the extent to which one actually achieves unity
may vary, and perhaps one could get by with a fairly minimal self – or at least Korsgaard
could grant this. And then insofar as one has a self, one must be disposed to become more
unified. If so, and if, as I granted above, willing universally makes one more unified, then
one who wills universally is more fully realizing this disposition towards unity which is
constitutive of selfhood. And perhaps this is enough to ground the normativity of the
requirement of willing universally.49
What would be the exact nature of the disposition in question though? Does one
always need to will universally in order to qualify as having the disposition towards unity?
If so, then the proposal is equivalent to saying that one must always will universally in order
to have a self at all, and as I argued with the Jim example, this seems implausible.
Alternatively, maybe all that is needed to qualify as having the disposition is that one
sometimes or often will universally. But in that case, the proposal would not seem to
support categorical moral requirements. For suppose one already wills universally often
enough that one already gets credit for the disposition toward unity, but now is confronted
with a new decision. Then one could choose not to will universally in making this new
decision without losing credit for the disposition – one still has the general disposition, it
just is not expressed in this particular case – and so without compromising one’s selfhood.
But then, the need to have a self would not provide support for the requirement to will
universally in this case.50
If the objections I have set out against Korsgaard are successful, where does that
leave us? Recall, Korsgaard thinks that we cannot act unless we act for a reason. And
acting for a reason means reflectively endorsing a certain desire in accordance with a law
which we give to ourselves. So, whenever we act we commit ourselves to a law requiring us
to act similarly in similar circumstances. There are alternatives to this picture though. For
instance, one may hold with Korsgaard that having a reason requires reflective endorsement
based on a law, but disagree with her by denying that we must always act for a reason.
Alternatively, one may hold with Korsgaard that having a reason requires reflective
endorsement, but disagree with her by denying that such endorsement must be based on a
law. Finally, one may disagree with Korsgaard on both counts.51 In effect, what I hope to
have shown is that Korsgaard has not given us compelling reasons to accept her picture of
things rather than these others.
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VI
We have seen a similar dynamic arise in the discussion of each of the two constitutive
arguments from Korsgaard. The challenge for making a successful constitutive argument is
to start with a modest premise that is nearly universally accepted, and manage to derive from
it a substantial conclusion by relying on constitutive claims. But this is really hard to do.
Often, a modest premise is capable of yielding only a modest and uninteresting conclusion.
So for instance, that we are the causes of our actions or that we have selves at all are modest
enough claims to be relatively uncontroversial starting points. The trouble with them is that
nothing of real ethical substance seems to follow from them together with the relevant
constitutive claims. In the case of our being the cause of our actions, one may be able to
derive from this thesis the conclusion that there must be some sort of regularity between

deciding and acting, but not the sort of ethically relevant regularity that Korsgaard wants to
get. In the case of having a self, one may be able to derive from this thesis the conclusion
that one must accept some principle of practical reason, but not necessarily the principle of
willing universally.
To try to avoid this sort of pitfall, a philosopher making a constitutive argument may
be tempted to begin with a more substantial starting point, capable of yielding a more
substantial conclusion. For instance, in the case of Korsgaard’s argument regarding our
being the causes of our actions, one may try to start with the claim that the regularity in
question holds between circumstances and decisions (or actions). While in the case of her
argument regarding having a self, one may try to start with the claim that we have a fairly
robust self. Now the problem is that too much is being built into the front end of the
argument: its initial assumptions ends up being at least as controversial as the conclusion
they are meant to support.
The danger, in making constitutive arguments, is to start with a substantial point that
sounds more modest than it really is. This seems to be especially easy to do when one is
dealing with certain philosophically central but disputed terms like “action” or “self”. For
instance, one might start with the innocuous claim that we have a self. Few would deny this.
What’s more, if through a kind of alchemy one could somehow manage to derive moral
requirements from this platitudinous claim, that would be genuinely exciting. This is
precisely the sort of possibility that generates enthusiasm for constitutive arguments in the
first place. But then problems arise: deriving such requirements turns out to be like
squeezing water from a stone and something more substantive gets built into the
assumptions. So the assumption that we have a self becomes the assumption that we have a
robust self. This new assumption may well yield moral requirements, but only by being as
controversial as those requirements. Having a robust self might be desirable (even if we
don’t all have it), but one cannot rely on this normative point in attempting to ground moral
normativity. The successful constitutive argument is one that navigates between these two
pitfalls as opposed to surreptitiously oscillating between them.52
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